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If you’ve ever dreamed of just soaring above it all then you are going to love Bleu Ciel. Designed
by world-renowned architect, Jean-Michel Wimotte, the Bleu Ciel skyrise has its sights set on
becoming an architectural icon in Dallas. With 33 stories of residences soaring above the Dallas
skyline we think it may just reach that goal.
Location, Location, Location
It’s located in the Harwood District, one of the fastest growing areas in Texas, and perhaps in the
country. The Harwood District has become known as the “Walk to Life” neighborhood because it is
so close to everything that there is almost no reason to drive anywhere. It includes 100 of the most
notable dining, art, shopping, and entertainment venues in Dallas.

Beautiful Views, Gorgeous Design Elements
As Dallas’ highest vantage point every home is ensured a beautiful view of the city from their floorto-ceiling glass windows as well as the private terrace areas. The outdoor terraces allow residents
to enjoy 360 degree views of the Calatrava Bridge and downtown skyline.
Residences come with one of three distinct interior finishes.
•
•
•

The Dawn scheme is based on pure, natural white light and is the most monochromatic of the
three schemes with muted woods and elegant stone.
Dusk is the medium scheme based on that romantic time of day when the light begins to dim
and everything glows in the setting sun. This scheme has warm, rich natural materials.
Finally, Midnight, a dark and dramatic scheme based on the seductive nature of darkness
against the contrast of a full moon. This scheme includes white marble and dark, rich wood
and stones.

Homes start at $800,000 and residents can choose from two and three bedroom floor plans
ranging from 1,300 square feet to more than 7,000 square feet.

Exclusive Amenities
Staying active is easy, even when you stay at home. Bleu Ciel residents will enjoy an exclusive,
resident only spa designed by Quintessence Spa Group. It will offer a calm, peaceful destination
for revitalization, a sanctuary where residents will be able to completely relax and enjoy a
transformative experience. Residents can also workout in the fitness center. Bleu Ciel has two
junior Olympic size infinity pools with cascading water features. Cabanas, hot tub, and poolside
kitchen and grills allow for easy entertaining. A private dog park, landscaped gardens, and more
allow for outdoor activity for residents.
A gourmet grocery market that provides resident delivery services, a private wine tasting room,
social room with full service kitchen and cinema, and both valet and concierge services make Bleu
Ciel number one on our list of places we’d most like to live.
http://hauteliving.com/2015/11/bleu-ciel-dallas/569842/

